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ABSTRACT 
The problem of a circumferentially reinforced thick-walled 
cylinder is considered. 
The reinforcing sleeve is treated as a frictionless rigid 
cylinder and alternatively as a cylindrical membrane. In the 
latter formulation both the frictionless and perfect adhesion 
cases are considered. 
The problem is formulated as a mixed boundary value problem 
and reduced to the solution of a system of integral equations. 
Results are presented for various sleeve lengths and stiffness 
ratios.   X^. 
It was determined that for each thick-walled cylinder it 
is possible to prescribe an optimum combination of sleeve length 
and stiffness ratio that minimizes the hoop stress without 
giving rise to local bending at the outer wall. 
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1.) Introduction 
In fracture mechanics, failure mechanisms dominant in 
pressure vessels have received special attention. Due to the 
variety and the critical nature of industrial applications, cir- 
cumferential and axial cracking and fatigue crack propagation 
have been studied extensively [1.2,3]. 
In theses analyses in particular and in general fracture 
mechanics approach has been successful in characterizing the 
strength of the material, determining the stress state due to 
the existing flaws and providing a crack growth model to predict 
the useful life of structures. The methods and models developed 
have been in widespread use in aerospace, nuclear and transporta- 
tion industries for some time. 
A logical extension of the research done on the fracture 
analysis of pressure vessels is to develop the means of crack 
arrest and control. An initial step in this direction is 
obviously the analysis of reinforced structures. In the case 
of pressure vessels and piping, reinforcement is achieved by 
fitting a sleeve around the vessel. Defining the response of 
the reinforced structfchse to different loading conditions is 
essential not only in quantifying the improvements in the 
strength of the structure but also in identifying the possible 
"stress concentrations that may arise due to the reinforcement 
and may frave adverse effects. This is especially true for 
shells and membrane-like structures where local bending stresses 
\ 
and moments may be very significant. 
Therefore, in response to the current interest in reinforced 
structures, the problem of circumferential reinforcement of thick- 
walled cylinders has been addressed in this study. The problem 
is of special relevance to the pipeline and nuclear industries. 
The objective is to provide some analytical background for the 
prescription of a suitable reinforcement geometry (i.e. length of 
reinforcing sleeve) and material (i.e. stiffness of the sleeve). 
In cylindrical pressure vessels subject to internal pressure, 
the dominant stress component is the hoop stress. Straightforward 
elasticity analysis of pressurized thick-walled cylinders indi- 
cate that the sum of radial and hoop stresses remains constant 
through the thickness of the wall. The interest is in the reduc- 
tion of the hoop stress since this is the component that induces 
axial crack growth. The reduction in hoop stress has the affect 
of closing the crack opening and will result in lower stress 
intensity factors at the crack tip. As a reduction in hoop stress 
is achieved, an increase in the radial stress occurs throughout 
the thickness of the cylinder. 
In considering this problem one must consider as limiting 
cases, the single and composite cylinder solutions of elasticity. 
-3- 
In the first problem a single cylinder is subjected to internal 
pressure. In the latter a cylinder is fitted onto another cylin- 
der of equal length. The inner cylinder is then pressurized, 
thus expanding to make contact without interference. In terms 
of the problem of an infinitely long thick-walled cylinder rein- 
forced by a finite sleeve; the first case corresponds to that of 
a sleeve of zero length and the second one to that of a sleeve 
of length infinity. 
The upper bound on hoop stress is given by the single cylin- 
der solution. The reinforced cylinder solution should approach 
this upper bound at a sufficiently long distance from the end 
points of the sleeve. The determination of the region in front 
of the sleeve where a significant reduction in hoop stress occurs 
is of primary importance. 
As the sleeve increases in length, both the interface pres- 
sure at the mid-point of the interface region and the hoop stress 
through the thickness of the wall should approximate the composite 
cylinder solution. The response of the sleeve to the radial 
stress at the interface is of special interest, since it is this 
behavior that determines the characteristics of the sleeve (i,e. 
stiffness and length). 
In approaching the problem one may distinguish three basic 
cases depending on the characterization of the sleeve. If the 
-4- 
the sleeve is formulated as a rigid cylinder (indicating an 
infinitely high stiffness ratio) the expansion of the pipe due 
to internal pressure is equal to the compression of the pressurized 
cylinder since the sleeve does not deform. , This case is useful 
in studying the stress singularities at the end-points of the 
sleeve. As the sleeve increases in length, local bending may 
occur at the end points and loss of contact atithe mid-section 
of the interface may result. In this instance it may be desirable 
to determine the point of loss of contact. TheVeffects of local 
bending can be analyzed by using shell theory. In this respect, 
this case serves as a limiting case on the stiffness of the 
sleeve. As the relative stiffness increases the sleeve begins 
to simulate rigid stamp behavior. 
The second case would be the treatment of the sleeve as a 
membrane with no friction. In this case, the radial displacement 
due to internal pressure is accompanied by the generation of 
interface pressure and the corresponding deformation of the 
sleeve. The interface pressure is bounded everywhere. This 
case would closely approximate the composite cylinder solution 
as the length of the sleeve increases. As such this problem is 
useful in verifying the results and also in revealing the 
sleeve response to the interface pressure. 
Perhaps a more realistic case is when the thick-walled 
cylinder is reinforced by a perfectly bonded membrane. Both 
-5- 
radial and shear stresses exist at the interface. Interface 
pressure is bounded, but shear stress has Cauchy-type singularity 
at the end-points. 
It is in this case that the relative stiffness and length 
of the sleeve become critical parameters. It is expected that 
very high contact stresses will be generated for short sleeves   ') 
and that a sharp drop may occur as the sleeve length is increased. 
The following formulation is general enough to account for 
all these three cases. The Love stress function for axisymmetric 
solids has been used [4,5,6] and the problem has been reduced 
to the solution of integral equations with contact stresses ' 
being the unknown functions. Subsequently the integral equations 
are transformed into a system of algebraic equations using quad- 
rature formulas. 
2.) Formulation 
To determine the stress and the displacement fields of a _ 
circumferentially reinforced cylinder, superposition of two 
simpler problems is used. One is the problem of a single cylin- 
der subject to internal pressure. The second problem is a thick 
walled cylinder subjected to a finite pressure band on its outer 
surface, with no internal pressure. The geometry of the problem 
is given in Fig. 1 and the superposition is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
■6- 
In the following formulation the stresses and displacements 
will be denoted by a... and u. ,wk where k indicates the component 
(k=l is the cylinder and k=2 is the sleeve) and the material 
properties by E. , y. , v., etc.  (where k has the same meaning). 
The complete elasticity formulation of anjnnsymmetric 
cylinder is given by Love's stress function $(r,z) defined as    ^ 
follows: 
vh<\> = 0'   :, 
2uw(r,z;) = 2(l-v)^* - 0 , 
i 
°RZ - h[(1-"2* - 0] • 
The stress function is the solution of the biharmonic equation 
and once it is determined the stress and displacement fields are 
defined by eqs.  (1). 
If as in Fig.  1 z-axis is the axis of symmetry, for an 
axisymmetric elastic hollow cylinder with z=0 as the plane of 
-7- 
symmetry the stress function may be expressed as: 
z r 
<t>(r,z) = [f1(a)I0(oir.)+f2(tx)(or)I1(ar)+f3(a)K0(ar) 
+ f4(a)(ar)K1(ar)]sinazda (2) 
In this formulation the external  loads are assumed to be such 
that the stress state vanishes at z=+°° when <|>(r,z) is used.    In 
eq.   (2)  I  ,  K    (n=0,l) are modified Bessel functions of the first 
and second kind, respectively, and f-(a)  (j=l,2,3,4) are unknown 
functions of the transform variable a.    These functions are 
determined from the boundary conditions. 
Substituting eq.   (2) into eqns.   (1) the required stress and 
displacement components are determined as follows: 
uRR(r'z) = 7 kRR(a,r)cOSaZda , 
aRZ(r'z) = 7 kR7(a,r)sinazda , 
«ee(r-z> - 1! k.Q(a,r)coSaZda. (3) 
The kernels k..(a,r) are given in Appendix A and contain the 
■ \3 
unknown functions f.(a) 
-8- 
u(r,z) = - J-£ 2y ir kR(a,r)cOSaZ da 
DO 
1 2 f 
w(r,z) = j- -  kz(a,r)sinazda (4) 
o 
Similarly, k.(a,r) (i=R,Z) are given in Appendix A and are also 
combinations of f.(a). 
In the problem under consideration, eqns. (3) and (4) describe 
the response of the cylinder completely. 
Now, returning to the original problem the boundary condi- 
tions can be prescribed on the hollow cylinder (with tractions 
on the outer surface and no pressure at the inner surface). 
For the general illustration of the solution, boundary con- 
ditions given below are for the most general case. The special 
cases discussed earlier will be formulated by reducing the gen- 
eral formulation. 
Hence, the following boundary conditions apply to the 
inner cylinder. 
a) aRR(a,z) = 0 , 
b) aRZ(a,z) = 0 , 
c) cRR(b,z) = -G-j(z) ,  |z'| < c 
aRR(b,z) =0    , |z| > c 
d) aRZ(b,z) = G2(z)  ,  |z| < c 
aRZ(b,z) =0    , ! |z| > c (5) 
-9- 
v 
G..-(z) (j=l,2) are the contact stresses at the interface 
J 
under the sleeve. As such (5c) and (5d) constitute mixed boun- 
dary conditions. The stresses in "eqns. (5)are defined by 
eqns. (3) and provide the system of equations in four unknown 
functions f^a) (i-1,2,3,4). 
The functions f.j(a) may be expressed in tenrs of G,(2), 
G2(z) which are as yet unknown. To determine G-,(2) and G2(z) 
the displacement continuity conditions along the interface r=b 
must be invoked. Through these continuity conditions the super- 
position of the two problems described earlier is achieved: 
u^b.z) + uQ = u2(b,c) , |z| < c , 
w^b.z) + wQ = w2(b,c) , |z| < c . (6) 
u-., w, are defined by eqn, 4 and correspond to the case of 
a thick-walled cylinder subject to a band of pressure at the 
outer surface and no internal pressure,    u , w   are the pressur- 00 v 
ized single cylinder solutions.    u2, w2 are the displacements 
of the inner wall of the reinforcing sleeve. 
When the unknown functions f.(a)  (i=l,2,3,4) are determined 
from eqns^   (5) and substituted into eqns.   (6), two simultaneous 
integral equations in the unknowns G-(z)  (j=l,2) are obtained. 
The solution of this system of equations determine the contact 
stresses, G.(z). 
-10- 
It is obvious that eqns. (6)are valid for the region where 
the band of pressure (i.e. the section of the cylinder that is 
under the sleeve") is applied. This region has a length equal 
to 2c and a plane of symmetry at z=0. Outside the contact region 
G.:(z) = 0 (j=l,2) and hence u.(b,z) ="o and w..(b,z) = 0 for |z|-*°. 
J J J 
Therefore at a finite distance away from the end points of the, 
sleeve, the displacement field of the cylinder corresponds to 
that of the single cylinder solution given by u , w . 
By choosing a variety of formulations for the displacement 
field of the sleeve (e.g. thick-walled cylinder, membrane etc.) 
and assuming existence of any one or both of the contact stresses, 
a number of problems can be formulated by reduction of eqns. (5) 
and (6). 
2.1) Rigid Sleeve: 
If the sleeve is assumed to behave like a frictionless flat 
rigid cylinder, eqns. (5) and (6) reduce to their simplest form. 
In this case ^{z)  = 0 and eqn. (5) becomes: 
a) aRR(a,z) =0 , 0 < |z| < °° 
b) aRZ(a,z) - 0 , 0 < |z| < °> 
c) °RR(b,z) = { RR
       -G^z) , |z| <c  , 
d) aRZ(b,z) = 0 , 0 < |z| < - (7) 
-11- 
Again, eqn. (7c) replaces the mixed-boundary condition 
and G,(z) is the unknown contact pressure generated at the 
interface. 
These equations replace eqns, (5) given earlier as the 
system that determines the unknown functions f,-(a) (i=l ,2,3,4) 
in terms of G-,(z). 
To,solve for the unknown functions f.(a) the stresses given 
by eqns. (3) are substituted into eqn. (7) and the Fourier trans- 
forms are inverted. We thus obtain 
a) kRR(a,a) = 0 , 
b) kjgfa.a) = 0 
c) kRR(a,b) = G-j(t)cosatdt , 
d)  kRZ(a,b) = 0  . (8) 
Eqn.   (8c) can be simplified further since G-j(t) = 0 when   |t|>c. 
By defining the right-hand side of (8c) as follows 
c 
g(t) G.,(t)cosatdt (9) 
It can be seen that eqns. (8) constitute an algebraic system of 
equations. Closed form solutions for f•(a) are derived in terms 
J 
of the Fourier-transformed stress component and are given in 
Appendix A.    By substituting f.(a) into the displacement field 
-12- 
equation of eqn.  (4) u-j(r,z) is also expressed as a function of 
1    2 
u,(r,z) =2—~     FR(a,r)cos azda      G^(t)cosatdt (10) 
by changing the order of integration; 
C 00 
1 2 f f 
u,(r,z) =2—~  G-, (t)cosatcosazdt FR(a,r)da 
1 _ 
(11) 
and invoking the first of the displacement continuity conditions 
in^eqns.  (6); the unknown function G-,(t) can be obtained from 
the solution of the following equation: 
u^b.z) + uQ = u2(b,z)  ,    |z| < c (12) 
In the case of the rigfd sleeve, there are no displacements 
on the sleeve itself, thus 
and 
u2(b,z) = 0 
u^b.z) = -uQ 
(13) 
(14) 
where u is a constant. To reduce this expression to a singular 
integral equation the equation can be differentiated with respect 
to z and the resulting equation is given as: 
-13- 
du 1 _ 
3Z 
1
 £». 2vh  IT 1  " r-b G,(t)cosatsinazdt    aFR(a,r)da = 0; 
0 < z <c (15) 
Using trigonometric identities eqn.  (15) can further be simpli- 
fied; by rewriting the first integral 
1 G, (t)cosatsinazdt = j [ G1(t)(sina(t+z))dt 
G](t)(sina(t-z))dt] (16) 
By a change of variables t-+-t, dt| +-dt|    eqn.   (16) becomes: 
G,(t)cosatsinazdt = - j [    G, (t)sina(t-z)dt 
G-,(t)sina(t-z)dt] (17) 
-c 
where       = -       and sin(-e) = -sine. 
0
 ~
c 
Thus the integral equation reduces to: 
4iry - lim 1  r->b 
G^tjdt a  FR(a,r)sina(t-z)da = 0 (18) 
To solve this integral equation and to examine the singular 
behavior of its solution the dominant part of the kernel must 
■14- 
be separated.    This may be done by determining the asymptotic 
behavior of F.,(a,r) as ct-*».    Thus after somewhat lengthy but 
straightforward manipulations we obtain 
(b-r)a lim {aFR(a,r)> = 2(1^)6" (19) 
a-*°° 
For the axisymmetric problem under consideration we have K, = 
3-4v1   (or 4(l-v1) = 1+K-J ).    From eqns.   (18) and (19)  it follows 
that 
1+K 1 lim { ■*  
r->b      47Tyl 
G^tJdtC e"(b"r)asina(t-2)da 
(T^Ta FR(«»r)-e-(b-r)a)sina(t-z)da]}=o, 
-c < z < c 
By using 
f
 e-a(b-r)sina(t-z)da - {t_z)$l\h_ryz 
(20) 
(21) 
and taking the limit eqn.  (20) may be written as 
o 
IT 
G,(t) 
-hrdt + ci 
-c 
where: 
1+K 
Co '   4y] 
1 
> 
C,  = 1 1        2 Try, 
*(b,t,z)G1(t)dt = 0 
-c < z < c (22) 
(23) 
•15- 
and 
4>(b,t,z) = [aFR(a,b) - 2(l-v.,)]sincx(t-z)da       (24) 
We note that in eqn. (24) because of uniform convergence the 
limit has been put under the integral. 
The singular integral equation given by eqn. (22) can be 
expressed as a system of algebraic equations with discrete values 
of G-j(t) calculated at certain collocation points as the unknowns 
using Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formulas [7,8]. 
In the integral equation given by (22) the first integrand 
is a Cauchy kernel and the second integrand is a Fredholm kernel. 
Both 6, (t) and <)>(b,t,z) are Holder continuous and the unknown 
function G,(t) has integrable singularities at both ends. 
Hence, the fundamental function is 
w(t) = (1-t2)"45 (25) 
Then G,(t) may be expressed as 
G^t) =w(t)G(t) (26) 
and G(t) becomes the new unknown function [8,9]. 
Substituting from (25) and  (26)  into (22)land dividing (22) 
by C   yields the standard form for the homogeneous singular 
integral  equation. 
c c     c 
1 f    G[tMtl dt + _]_ f G(t)w(t) + (bft>2)dl. = o (27) 
o 
-c 
-16- 
Normalizing the variables t and z in the interval  (-1,1) by 
the following change of variables: 
c +1 
t|    -► ct | 
-c -1 
c +1 
z|    +cz| 
-c -1 
c +1 
dt|    + cdt| 
-c -1 
and defining 
C,-c 
x = -4— (28) 
the integral  equation is reduced into the form quadrature for- 
mulas can readily be applied to 
1 
tr 
+1 +1 
f      G(t)w(t)dt  , 
t-z    '    + A 
1 '-1 
<}>(t,z)G(t)w(t)dt = 0 (29) 
Eqn.  (29) can be represented by the following algebraic system 
of equations: 
n 
i=l  n        n    Vzj n    J 
(30) 
where 
*(2,  ,) 
h = cos[-2Tr- ^ i - 1,... sn (31) 
-17- 
11
 i 
zj = cos^n^ '        J* = 1"--»n-1 (32) 
t. and z. are the roots of Chebyshev polynomials of the first 
and second kinds respectively. 
Eqn.  (32) yields only n-1 equations for n unknowns.    The 
additional condition is the equilibrium condition, thus render- 
ing the solution unique. 
+1 
[ G1(t)dt = P (33) 
-i. 
where P is the, as yet, unknown resultant radial force which has 
to be determined in terms of u . 
o 
From eqns. (25), (26) it follows that 
+1 
G(t)w(t)dt = P (34) 
-1 
Application of the quadrature formula yields 
* ^G(t.) = P (35) 
i=l n   1 
Eqn. (35) completes the algebraic system of equations for the 
solution of the unknown function G(t). Once G(t) has been deter- 
mined the contact pressure G,(t) can b*e determined by eqn. (26). 
It is evident that eqns. (34) and (35) must relate the 
displacements to the internal pressure. This is done through the 
-18- 
displacement continuity condition.    However, differentiation to 
recover the Cauchy kernel yields a homogeneous equation.    To 
relate the unknown function G-j(t) to internal pressure P, the 
following procedure is used: 
1 - Eqns.  (34) and (35) are solved when P = 1.    The 
resulting unknown function is denoted by G(t). 
2 - Using the displacement continuity condition 
u^b.O) + uQ = 0 (36) 
and substituting G(t) = PG(t)  in u-,(r,z) an equa- 
tion in unknown P is obtained. 
C oo 
1 P G(t)dt 
-C o 
TTP-J   j 
where: 2a2b P 
Fj,(a,b)c0Sat  =  ~u0 (37) 
% - ETb^T" Vo <38> 
Since P is a constant,eqn.  (37) can be solved for P.    The 
unknown function G-j(t) is then obtained from 
G(t) = P G(t) 
G^t) = G(t)w(t) (40) 
Thus the;constant term u    that is dropped as a result of the 
differentiation is recovered. 
-19- 
In connection with the rigid sleeve problem there is also 
the loss of contact problem. When the sleeve is very  long, 
the pressure exerted on the cylinder is transmitted around and 
close to the endpoints. As the cylinder deforms loss of contact 
occurs first in the middle, thus generating a free surface. 
As the sleeve increases in length there may be additional points 
where contact may be lost as well. This problem is illustrated 
in Fig. 3. A similar case arises in the study of elastic cover 
plates bonded to a plate [10,11]. 
Under these circumstances the formulation presented thus 
far is no longer valid. The loss of contact is indicated by a 
change in the sign of the interface pressure G,(t). When this 
is observed a different formulation is required. 
Recalling eqn. (22) 
C fc G,(t)dt    fc 
-7-J   t.z  + ^j 4>(t,z)G1(t)dt = 0 (41) 
-c -c 
and defining G,(t) as follows: 
G^t) 
' f^t)   o<|t|<d1 
f2(t)    d2<|t|<c (42) 
0 elsewhere 
the singular integral equation can be modified to Account for 
the loss of contact.    In this example, there is contact in the 
-20- 
interval (-d, ,d-.) and in the intervals (+d2,+c) and (-c,-d2). 
Contact is lost atjtwo distinct segments of the interface. If 
d,=0 then the definition of G,(t) yields the case where contact 
occurs first, namely in the middle region of the interface. 
Using (42) and slightly modifying eqn. (41) to reduce the 
domain (-c,c) to (0,c), two singular equations each valid in 
one domain can be developed. Hence the two unknown functions 
f-i(t), fo(t) can bei determined. 
The modified equation is: 
c 
_o 
IT 
G^tJC- 1 1 t-2   t+Z ]dt + G1(t)[<j>(t,z)+<))(-t,z)]dt = 0 
defining        I 
*(t) = <|>(t,z) + <|>(-t,z) 
the equation in the two domains become: 
dl C   *1 o 
^<t>^-^dtl+Cl f1(t1)i|»(t1,z1)dt1 
(43) 
(44) 
'Wkr- 2"zl Vzl •]dt. 
+ C, f2(t2Mt2,z1)dt2 = 0 ,    (0 < z1  < d,)        (45) 
and 
-21- 
_0 
TT Wfeb " d^dt2 + cj f2(t2)*(t2,22)dt2 
3o do 
S,* W^t 1 z2      rl+z2      ' 
rdl 
+ C, f1(t1)^(t1,z2)dt1 = 0 
(d2 <_ z2 <  c) (46) 
Defining: 
, = h. =    2 
the integral equations (45> and (46) can be expressed in the 
following standard form: 
(47) 
1 
IT 
?1   Mt,) drl 
t^Z       dtl   + ]  z1 I
1 f1(t1)[x*(t1.z1)-^-]dt1 
f2(t2)[x^t2,Zl) +tJi--iJi-]dt2-0  , 
(0 < z1 < d^) (48) 
1 
IT 
f2(t2) 
t2-z2    dt2+ f2(t2)[x*(t2,z2)-^-L]dt2 
+ 1 
TT 
<ll 
W^V^*^-^*! =0 
(d2 <z2< c.) (49) 
-22- 
It should be emphasized that at z=+d, and z=+d2 the contact 
is "smooth" and the contact pressure tends to be zero. We also 
note that the constants d, and d2 are unknown. 
For any given (d-j,d2) unknown functions f-,(t) and f2(t) can 
be determined using the quadrature formulas in the same manner 
outlined previously. 
Again f-,(t) and f2(t) will be determined in the normalized 
interval (-1,1) and are defined as: 
f^t) = f1(t)w(t) ' 
f2(t) =_f2(t)w(t) > > 
w(t) = (l-t*)-* 
Two additional conditions may be introduced as 
+1 » 
f^tjdt = P] 
-1 
+1 
(50) 
f2(t)dt = P2 
(51) 
•1 
and P, and P2 are related to P    using the same method for the 
sleeve with full contact. 
The full contact problem yields the vicinity where loss of 
contact occurs.    Once that locat-ion is known the loss of contact 
problem can be initiated with a guess on (d, ,d2).    By trial and 
error a proper d, and d2 can be arrived at so that: 
-23- 
M^) = 0      } 
J > (52) 
tyd2) = °      J 
or in normalized form: 
M+D =01 
     -
1 > (53) 
f2(-D = 0      J 
A pair of (d-,,d2) satisfying eqn. (53) gives the points of 
loss of contact. Each one of these points can be taken to be 
the points where local bending occurs. This information may be 
useful if bending and membrane stresses need to be analyzed. In 
both cases, the hoop stress is given by 
c     « 
G,(t)dt °QQ(r,z) = - 1 
c      a 
kee(a,r)cOSa(t-z)da + aQ (54) 
kQQ(a»r) is determined by substituting the expressions for f.(a) on J 
in kQ (a,r) in eqn. (3c) and is given in Appendix A in closed form. 
DO 
The constant a    is the solution for the pressurized single 
cylinder problem and must be superposed to complete the solution. 
2.2) MembranejiSolution: The Frictionless Case 
In this case the sleeve is treated as a membrane and is 
allowed to deform. Therefore there is no loss of contact unless 
the stiffness of the sleeve is very  high compared to the stiff- 
ness of the cylinder. 
-24- 
The formulation is straightforward with the boundary condi- 
tions of eqns. (7) remaining unchanged for the losely fitted 
membrane.t Thus the expressions for the unknown functions f^(a) 
are the same as those in the rigid sleeve case. The displacement 
of the inner cylinder is also the same as was given previously: 
C 00 
1 2 f f 
u,(r,z) =2——  G,(t)cosatdt FR(a,r)cosazda       (55) 
o o 
and the displacement continuity condition i*s: 
u^b.z) + uQ = u2(z) (56) 
In th,is case eqn. (26) is no longer homogeneous. The term 
that defines the displacement of the sleeve is derived from the 
membrane theory of cylindrical shells. 
The membrane behavior is defined by the following equations 
of equilibrium [4]. 
9a      da 
8o
zfl 3afl h2r^r+h2-W+rPe = ° 
h2 a0 + r Pr    = 0 (57) 
where h« is the thickness of the membrane. 
The contact stresses at the interface act as body forces 
and for frictionless contact 
■25- 
p 
z pe* 
0 
ae az 
— aze = 0 
(58) 
(59) 
and 
Pr = -G^z) (60) 
Hence, the first two equations in eqns. (57) are 
and 
9ae h2^f=G    . (62) 
The only inhomogeneous equation is the last one. 
a e-^^M    ■ (63) 
Using Hooke's law, the displacement field for the membrane 
is given as: 
u?(r,z)       , 
e 
Substituting from eqn.   (63) yields: 
r2 
Mr>z> = E^ <VZ) <65> 
At r = b 
L
-2"2 
u2(b,z) = O-G^z) (66) 
-26- 
Finally, to complete the formulation the displacement of 
t 
the cylinder due to the internal pressure P    is given as: 
2a2b       P uo " ((b^a^)) E7 (67) 
Since the membrane is allowed to deform the contact stresses at 
the end points varies over a smooth boundary. Thus the unknown 
i. 
function G,(z)  (i.e. contact pressure) is bounded.    Also, differ- 
entiating eqn.   (56) would yield an integro-differential equation 
in unknowns G, (z) and d(G.,(z))/dz.    To avoid this problem, eqn. 
(26) will be solved directly. 
However, the asymptotic behavior of the solution must be 
investigated.    The following trigonometric identity can be used: 
COSatCOSaZ  = j [cOSa(t-z)  +  COSa(t+z)] (68) 
Eqn.   (55) then becomes: 
C CO 
u-,(r,z) = 4^— J  Gn(t)dt    FR(a,r)cosa(t-z)da (69) 
-Co 
The asymptotic behavior as a -* °° is analyzed in the same 
manner as before 
1 + <i c 
h„(z) =       ] e Gn(t)dt cosa(t-z)da (70) I a 
o 
4iry-| 
where the dominant term has the same coefficient but is in fact 
-27- 
the undifferentiated form of the dominant term of the previous 
case. 
By adding and subtracting the dominant term to eqn.  (69) 
one can obtain the following: 
u,(r.i)-^ G^tjdt 
r      —ae r     e 
COSa(t-z)da 
+  Cn G^tjdt 
C e •ae 
[FD(a,r) ]c0Sa(t-z)da (71) 
-c 
where 
1+K 
C   = 
o      4u- 
C,  = 1        4uy. 
C«. = 2-2v-| 
(72) 
The first integral can further be simplified by defining: 
e = t-z 
and by observing that:' 
(73) 
-ae 
COSaeda  = de e~aesinaeda (74) 
Using the relation 
f e"ae COSaeda = ^FM (75) 
■28- 
and letting e = b-r -»■ 0   eqn.  (69) may be expressed as: 
c c 
u^b.z) = - -^     G1(t)£n(t-z)dt + C1 *(t,z)G,(t)dt        (76) Jl 
-c -c 
where 
*(t,z) = 
2(l-v,) 
[FD(a,b) L-]c0Sct(t-z)da (77) 
For computational purposes, the first integral in eqn. (76) 
may be rewritten 
c  c c  c 
0
 I" G1(t)an(t-z)dt = - -£-     [G1(t)-G1(z)]an(t-z)dt 
f "iw «,n(t-z)dt (78) 
The second integral  in this expression can readily be evaluated 
in closed form: 
c 
C 
-C 
wi(t-z)dt = (t-z)in(t-z) - (t-z) (79) 
Denoting this term by L(z) and substituting back into 
eqn. (76) yields: 
C  c 
Ul(r,z) = - -f  [ [G1(t)-G1(z)]£n(t-z)dt 
+ C, <|.(t,z)G1(t)dt - -^L(z)G1(z) (80) 
-29- 
The first two terms are bounded integrals and the third term 
is the separated dominant term. 
Eqns.  (66),  (67),  (80) can be substituted into (56) to 
yield: 
IT 
[G1(t)-G1(z)]nn(t-z)dt + C1 <j>(t,z)G.,(t)dt 
-c 
7L(z¥) + fe»rEXGiW       <81> 1       "-2"2 
Rearranging the terms results in: 
Co' {G1(t)-G1(z)}£n(t-z)dt + C1 4>(t,z)G-|(t)dt 
[TL<Z> + E^GI<2> = -0^        <82> 
Eqn. (82) represents the integral equation that yields G->(z). 
This equation has bounded integrals and Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
can be readily applied after normalizing the integration interval. 
Normalization is achieved, as before, and the normalized 
integral equation becomes 
+1 
[G1(t)-G1(z)]£n|C(t-z)|dt + C^c 
-1 
♦ (t.zjG^tJdt 
■1 
& L(cz) ♦ jS^Mz) ■ -(i^) ^ (83) 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula  is 
■30- 
V N 
f(t)dt = E w. f(t.) (84) 
where w. are the values of Legendre weight function for zeros 
of Legendre polynomials t.. N is the degree] of the Legendre 
polynomial. Hence, eqn. (83) reduces to the, algebraic system 
given below:      i 
+ Crc £ ♦<t1.zj)G,<t1) - [^L(cZj)+I^]G,(Zj) 
" "(fe' ^ <85> 
where: z^t- if i=j 
and  i=l,...,N 
j=l,...,N 
Thus, eqn. (85)'constitutes a NxN system of equation in N unknowns 
It must be noted that when i=j the terms in the first sum 
approaches to zero since 6(t.)=G(z.). 
When G(t-) are known hoop stress component is also found as 
in the previous case. This time however Gauss-Legendre integra- 
tion is used instead of Gauss-Chebyshev. 
The membrane formulation approaches the rigid sleeve formu- 
lation as the stiffness of the membrane relative to the stiffness 
of the cylinder becomes very high. A stiffness ratio, SR, can 
-31- 
be defined as follows: 
E2h2      2E2h2(l+v1) 
'R y-ja Ela 
(86) 
where a is the inner radius of the thick-walled cylinder. Hence, 
it is possible to enumerate solutions for different values of 
SR and choose a value that does not produce excessive deforma- 
tion or loss of contact. 
■" i 
For a properly chosen stiffness ratio and a given set of 
cylinder dimensions a suitable reinforcement material can be selec- 
ted. Of course, h2 must be small enough to justify the membrane 
assumption. 
2.3) Membrane Solution: Perfect Adhesion 
In this case the sleeve is a fully bonded membrane and the 
boundary conditions are as given in eqn. (5) with both nonvanish- 
ing radial and shear stresses at the interface. For convenience 
eqns. (5) are written below: 
a) aRR(a,z) 
b) oRZ(a,z) 
c) aRR(b,z) 
aRR(b,z) 
d) aRZ(b,z) 
aRZ(b,z) 
0 , 0<|z|», 
o , o<|zK 
-G^z) , |z|<c 
0 , |z|>c , 
G2(z) , |z|<c ; 
0 , |z|>c . 
(87) 
-32- 
Now there are two unknown functions and the unknown coeffi- 
cients f.(a) have to be expressed in terms of G,(z) and G2(z). 
The expressions for f.(a) are given in Appendix B. The two dis- 
placement continuity conditions needed to complete the formulation 
are given by eqns. (6) which are repeated below: 
u,(b,z) + un = u9(b,z) ; |z|<c , ) 1
       °   
l l (88) 
w-|(b,z) + wQ -w2(b,z) ; |z|<c . / 
Thus, this particular case represents the most general formulation 
of the problem. 
The nature of the contact stresses at the end-points deserve 
special attention in this case. The contact pressure G,(z) is 
bounded as in the previous case and is an even function of z. 
Whereas the contact shear stress Gp(z) is unbounded and is an 
odd function of z [10,11,12,13]. As a result, eqn. (6) represents 
a system of simultaneous integral equations, one with a weak 
singularity and the other with a Cauchy-type singularity. The 
reduction of the displacement continuity conditions to these 
integral equations is straightforward. As before, the terms u, 
and w, in eqn. (88) are given by eqns. (4) and solving eqns. (87) 
for f.(a) (j=l,2,3,4) and substituting the unknown functions into 
u,, w, in eqn. (4) yields: 
-33- 
c 
dt 
o 
c 
2y-jn G2(t)dt 
FR,(a,r)cOSaZCOSatda 
FR2(a,r)cosazsinatda (89) 
wl(r'z) = "27^ 1" J 
G,(t)dt    Fz,(a,r)sinazcosatda 
2y-|TT G2(t)dt    FZ2(a,r)sinazsinatda (90) 
where F-., F^. (j=l,2) are given in Appendix B. 
The displacements on the sleeve are derived from the equili 
brium equations of membrane theory given by eqns. (57) again 
repeated below: 
rh 
da da 
2  • 3Z "2     96 rKZ       U 
rh2-3zA+h2Tei+rP8 = 0    > 
h2°e + rPr = ° 
(91) 
where 
8a
ze . 8ae 
= P = 0 dQ 86 
and the unknown stresses G,(z) and G (z) act as body forces, 
thus 
Pz = G2(z) ] * 
(92) 
(93) 
-34- 
Substituting in eqns.   (91) 
-    -^ = -G2(z) > 
'2 9Z 
(94) 
h2°e = -r(-Giz) = r(Vz) 
Therefore, the stress components acting on the sleeve are: 
z 
1 G2(e)de 
-c 
"B-^V^ 
(95) 
Using Hooke's law the displacement components can be derived: 
- 2 _   1    f s ee " T ~ r2 (VV2V     1 
- 
8W2 -   1   , ,    f ez - ir-^^z-ye1 
(96) 
Evaluating at r=b and substituting from eqns.  (95), eqns.   (96) 
become: 
u2(z) = |^j- [b G^z) + v2     G2(e)de] 
-c 
3W2(z) 
97V     E2h2      j G2(e)de - v^bG^z)] (97) 
-c 
It is obvious at this point that if the displacement contin- 
uity conditions of eqn.   (88) are to be invoked, the second equa- 
tion in eqns.   (97) would have to be integrated, giving rise to 
-35- 
an integro-differential equation as well as double integration. 
To avoid this the second displacement continuity condition can be 
differentiated giving the modified displacement continuities: 
(98) 
u^b.z) + uQ = u2(z) i 
aw^b.z)     3w2(z)       J 
3Z 32 
Substituting from eqns. (89), (90) and (97) the integral equations 
for this case are obtained as follows:       . , 
2Try, G^tjdt FR,(a.r)cOSaZCOSatda 
2iTy, G2(t)dt FR2(a,r)cosaZSinatda 
P 
■1       u2"2 
-c 
and 
2y-jii G^tjdt aFj,(a.r)coSaZCOSatda 
0 o 
C 
2y-|TT G„(t)dt    aFz2(a,r)cosazsinatda 
r\- [-J G2(e)de-v2bG1(z)] 
-c 
(100) 
■36- 
Taking advantage of trigonometric identities and separating 
the dominant parts of the integral equations, the problem reduces 
to the solution of two simultaneous integral equations, one with 
logarithmic singularity, the other with Cauchy singularity. 
1+K 1 
4y-,7r 
-c 
1 + K 
[G^tJ-G^znanMldt-^r j      1    G..(t)f.(t,z)dt 
: ^    -c J 
■^""iW'&if-^V') 
G2(e)de (101) 
1+K, 
4y^Tr 
rc G9(t) 2VW   ,t   ,     1 
rt^ydt + 5irj7 E   G.(tU.(t,z)dt j=l   J       J 
E2h2 Ve>d-^-l^Gl^ (102) 
where 
L(z) = [(t-z)in(t-z)-(t-z)] 
-c 
<J>-| (t,z)   =  -     [FR1 --^]cOSa(t-z)da 
f Cco 
.(t,z) =      [FR2 -   —]sina(t-z)da 
-37- 
^■|(t,z) = -  (aFzl-CjcOSa(t-z)da 
o 
00 
<jj2(t,z) ='  (aF,2-Coo)sina(t-z)da 
o 
and 
Cm = 2  - 2V] (103) 
G,(z) is bounded at the endpoints but has unbounded deriva- 
tives. The dominant term of eqn. (101) is the same as that of 
the integral equation for the frictionless membrane problem. How- 
ever, the second integral equation has a Cauchy kernel and conse- 
quently, as noted earlier, the contact shear stress is unbounded. 
To determine the unknown functions G, (z) and G2(z), eqns. 
(101) and (102) must be reduced to a system of algebraic equa- 
tions. However, if a collocation method is to be used, colloca- 
tion points that are common to both integral equations would have 
to be established. This is necessary since two different quadra- 
ture formulas must be used for each one of the equations. This 
is inevitable since G-,(z) has logarithmic singularity which can. 
be evaluated in closed form and the remaining Fredholm integrals 
can be evaluated using Gauss-Legendre Quadrature. The second 
unknown G2(z) has Cauchy singularity and Gauss-Chebyshev quadra- 
ture would have to be used. Both of these techniques have been 
used in the first two cases. However, in the absence of a 
collocation technique readily applicable to both types of integral 
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equations (Fredholm and Cauchy type integrals) a different method 
must be used. 
In this case, the unknown functions can be represented by 
a power series.    Thus the problem is reduced to the determination 
of the coefficients of the terms in the series. 
Before this method can be illustrated, it is important to 
define the function G2(z) in terms of another unknown function: 
G (t) =-lM-= w(t)F(t) .' (104) 2 /E^t7 
As in the rigid sleeve case, Gp(t) has integrable singularities 
at both ends and w(t) is the fundamental solution [9J. 
It is important to note that G,(z) is an even function [9] 
and G2(z) an odd function having the property: 
6,(2) = G^-z) 1 
G2(z) = -G2(-z) J 
(105) 
The power series representations of G,(z) and G2(z) must reflect 
these characteristics. Therefore, following representations 
may be chosen: 
M 
G,(z) = E P. z 
1
    k=l K 
2(k-l) 
M-l 
F(z) = z    S. z 
k=l K 
M-l 
2k-l 
.G?(z) = 
(I Skz*-h 
k=l K 
(106) 
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The coefficients Pk, Sk (k=l,...,M) are constants and they can 
be removed from the integrand.    Then every integral in eqns. (101) 
and (102) can be evaluated by the appropriate quadrature formula 
since each one of these Integrands are known explicitly.    Thus 
the integrals of equations (101) and (102) become the coefficients 
in an algebraic system of equations in the unknowns P^, S.   (k=l,.., 
M). 
Substituting into eqns.  (101), (102) and factoring out the 
unknowns P^, S^ the final  form of the system of equations is 
obtained. 
E    Pi^cf (t^-^-z^-^UnKt-zJIdt 
k=l    K    ' J 
-c 
c 
4. ,2(k-Di^M4.r   f +2(k-lL   I* ,\A^P    ,2(k-l), + z \        L(z)J+C2    t v      '^(tjZjdt+C^ z  v      '} 
-c 
+   l    SU{C9    t^K  uw(t)Mt,z)dt + C,<j.,(z)}= C k=l klu2    " nil'*2lk t'ul "  U3H'3>'/J" u5 
(107) 
•^ M 
1
    
Pk{C6 k=l    K   D 't
2(k-1)^1(t,z)dt+C8z2(k'1)> 
-c 
+
   I   Sk{| [C9 ^|+C6w(t)^(t,z)]t(2k-1)dt 
-c 
+ C7<t>3(z)} = 0 (108) 
where 
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where: 
ci = 
h- 
C3 = 
C4 = 
C5 = 
1+K, 
 M 
h) 
2a2b x 
C6      "C2 
C7      Eoh 2"2 
C8      "C3 
C     =   -C 
^Z)   = ,(2k-l) w(e)de (109) 
The first two integrals in eqn.   (107) are bounded and can 
be evaluated by Gauss-Legendre formulas.    The third integral and 
o 
the expression    (z) must be evaluated using Gauss-Chebyshev 
quadrature.    Similarly, in eqn.   (108) the integrals that are 
coefficients of the unknowns Pk must be evaluated through 
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Gauss-Legendre formulas and those of Sk require the use of 
Gauss-Chebyshev formulas. 
The real variable z can be normalized and collocation points 
z. can be obtained as follows: 
cos[- 
(2 i-l)7T 
■] (no) 
where    i = 1 n 
-1 < z. < 1 
and 
z. = cZi (111) 
c < z. <   c where, 
In evaluating the singular integral in eqn,   (50) the collo- 
cation points for the integration variable t are the zeros of 
the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, defined as; 
*, - -P^] ,i = 1,2,... ,n (112) 
The two integral equations represent one 2Mx2M system of equa- 
tions in the unknown P^, S. and the solutions are substituted 
in the definitions for the contact stresses at the interface: 
M 
G,(z) =    z    Pk z 
1
 k=l    K 
2(k-l) 
G2(z) =    I 
M      S.z 2k-l 
k=l    /c^TT 
(113) 
-c < z < c 
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One may also note that the index of the singular integral 
equation in eqn.  (102) is +1.    Therefore, its solution is deter- 
minate within one arbitrary constant and for uniqueness of the 
solution the equilibrium of the sleeve in z-direction must be 
satisfied (there is no resultant axial force acting .on the sleeve), 
This condition can be expressed as: 
c 
G2(z)dz = 0 (114) 
-c 
It may be further observed that because of symmetry and eqn. 
(105b), eqn. (114) is automatically satisfied by eqn. (113b). 
3.) Results 
The integral equations derived in the previous sections have 
been evaluated for various cylinder dimensions and sleeve lengths 
for given stiffness ratios.    The following definitions apply to 
the parameters used: 
HR = -^p (thickness to inner radius ratio of the 
cylinder) 
EpHp 
SR = —— (stiffness ratio used for the frictionless yl membrane) 
a,b inner and outer radii  of the thick-walled 
cylinder respectively 
half-length of the sleeve 
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h, ,h2       thicknesses of the cylinder and the 
membrane 
v-=0.3      (poisson's ratio; same value has been 
.,   used for all cases). 
The subscript 1 when used for geometric or material constants 
apply to the thick-walled cylinder and subscript 2 applies to 
the sleeve. 
All results are given for the normalized contact interval 
(-1,1) instead of the nominal interval (-c,c). Therefore, 
results have been obtained by using another parameter: sleeve 
length to inner radius ratio, defined by 
CR=c/a. 
The only load is the internal pressure in the cylinder and is 
denoted by P . The stress field components evaluated are nor- 
malized with respect to this value. 
The behavior of the contact pressure along the interface 
and the hoop stress at the inner wall as z->cand z->°° are of 
particular interest and have been presented for various combina- 
tions of parameters HR, SR and CR is shown in figures 4-39. 
As a limiting case, it is interesting to examine in detail 
the results of the rigid sleeve formulation given in figures 
4-11. 
In this case, SR-*>° and the expansion of the cylinder under 
the influence of internal pressure is suppressed entirely by 
the compressive stresses exerted by the sleeve. 
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Since the sleeve is hot allowed to deform, the contact 
pressure at the mid-section of the cylinder decreases as sleeve- 
length increases and the contact pressure at the ends of the 
sleeve increases closer to the ends of the sleeve. This occurs 
because the ends of the sleeve behave as "supports" in pressing 
f 
down the outer wall of the cylinder.    For sufficiently high   ! 
values of CR, the action of the rigid sleeve resembles that £f 
two-point loading with a long mid-section that experiences very 
low (or as will be discussed later, zero) contact pressure. 
Figures 4, 6, 8,  10 exhibit this behavior for HR = 0.033, 
0.05, 0.1, 0.2. 
One would expect that for very small  values of CR the con-        <■■ 
tact pressure acts like a point load and at z=0 approximates the 
plane stress solution of two circular rings.    As CR increases, 
the contact pressure at z=0 decreases. 
On the other hand, as the sleeve length increases, the slope 
of the contact pressure increases as z->|c| and exhibits Cauchy- 
type singularity at the sleeve ends. 
As a consequence of this behavior of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of the cylinder, a reduction in hoop stress occurs at 
the inner wall  under the sleeve.    The hoop stress due to the inter- 
nal pressure is tensile and is counterbalanced by the compressive 
hoop stress due to the presence of the sleeve.    The result is a 
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significant reduction in hoop stress at z=0 and in regions where 
contact pressure has a low slope (i.e. under the sleeve and suffi- 
ciently away from the sleeve ends). However, as z-*|c| the slope 
of the hoop stress also increases and hoop stress assumes approxi- 
mately the pressurized single cylinder value at a finite distance 
away from the sleeve ends. Figures 5, 7, 9, 11 illustrate this 
behavior. 
The progressive reduction of contact pressure at the middle 
of the contact surface as sleeve length increases also indicates 
that a stress-free surface may be created by loss of contact 
for certain CR-values. An alternate formulation for this case 
was developed in section 2.1 and indeed occurs at a certain CR- 
value for each of cylinders evaluated (Figs. 4,6,8,10). 
The loss of contact is indicated by a reversal in the sign 
of the contact pressure. When this was observed for a given 
C^-value, the alternate formulation was used to obtain the stress 
distribution for that CR, HR combination. 
When loss of contact occurs, the hoop stress is dominated 
by the tensile hoop stress due to the internal pressure at the 
wall. This is obviously undesirable, since high tensile^hoop 
stresses coupled with local bending at the sleeve ends creates 
a stress field that may induce crack growth under the sleeve. 
The rigid sleeve formulation yields the li mi tings-case for 
a frictionless sleeve.  In practical terms the membrane formulation 
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provides the solutions for a wider range of sleeve-cylinder con- 
figurations.    In this case, the sleeve has a finite stiffness 
and is a membrane (i.e. h2<<b).    The limiting cases for c=0 and 
c-x» are given by the single cylinder and composite cylinder solu- 
tions.    However, in the composite cylinder problem, the outer 
cylinder must be formulated as a membrane rather than as a thick- 
waned cylinder.    This problem is solved in Appendix 3. 
There is a major difference between the fr!ictionless mem- 
brane and the rigid sleeve solutions for varying sleeve lengths. 
Since the membrane is allowed to deform, contact is maintained 
and no reduction in contact pressure occurs at the mid-section 
of the contact surface.    As the sleeve-length increases, contact 
pressure under the sleeve decreases.    However, the limiting value 
is given by the composite cylinder solution and contact pressure 
should remain above this value for membranes with stiffnesses 
comparable to that of the cylinder (Figs.  12-39). 
However, it is important to remember that the rigid sleeve 
case is in fact a special case of the frictionless membrane prob- 
lem.    Therefore it is possible to recover the rigid sleeve case 
as SR-**>.    It was observed that at SR=200, HR=0.05 and SR=270 
HR=0.1 membrane solution yields tensile radial stresses at the 
mid-section of the interface for relatively Tow sleeve lengths 
indicating loss of contact.    Therefore, the composite cylinder 
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solution is a limiting value for the contact pressure, for cylin- 
ders and membranes with similar material properties. Hence, the 
desirable result is a range on SR and CR for given values of HR 
where there is a sizeable reduction in contact pressure and the 
hoop stress while remaining above the limiting value of the com- 
posite cylinder solution. When the contact pressure is lower 
■ i 
than the solution for composite cylinder it is reasonable to expect 
local bending either of the cylinder (if the thickness of the 
5 
cylinder is small) or of the membrane. In.; fact, since the mem- 
brane is frictionless and therefore not perfectly bonded, a cer- 
tain "stretching out" may occur without losing contact at the 
interface (this is possible if the HR value is relatively high 
when compared to the membrane dimensions). Such a "stretch out" 
effect is possible for a high stiffness ratio SR and a high HR 
value. Since contact pressure will be very high at sleeve ends 
compared to the contact pressure at z=0 and since the internal 
pressure in the cylinder will not induce a significant expansion 
at the outer wall (because of large thickness of the cylinder) 
at the midsection of the contact surface, a relaxation of con- 
tact pressure is possible. The plotted results for HR = 0.1, 
0.2 and SR = 1.0 illustrate this phenomenon (Figs. 28, 38). 
In general, hoop stress at the inner wall is reduced with 
increasing the sleeve length or increasing the sleeve stiffness. 
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As the thickness to radius ratio increases, the percent reduc- 
tion in hoop stress at the inner wall decreases and for HR = 
0.2 the reductions in hoop stress for increasing CR values become 
insignificant.  However, increasing stiffness ratio as well as 
increasing sleeve length does increase the slope of the contact 
pressure. 
Also, as noted before, hoop stress can be reduced by increas- 
ing the stiffness ratio SR. However, bending effects as well as 
loss of contact and high tensile hoop stress at the mid-section 
of the contact area which may result from high SR values are unde- 
sirable, especially if the surface in this region is flawed. 
In light of these results, the most general solution (which 
corresponds to the case of the perfectly bonded membrane) can be 
studied. 
The frictionless membrane and the perfectly bonded membrane 
cases yield the limiting cases of a sleeve behaving like a mem- 
brane. In the former case shear stress at the contact surface 
is zero. In the latter the set of displacement continuity condi- 
tions given by eqn. (88) result in an upper bound on the shear 
stress at the contact area. 
Since this case establishes! the complete stress field at 
the contact surface (i.e. non-zero radial and shear stress com- 
ponents), stress intensity factors are also calculated. 
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The stress intensity factor is given by: 
_ 
kI  Grz(b,z) 
k, = po = (*G=n) ;   \Z  <C (115) 
z=c 
From eqns.  (87), (113) following substitutions can be made 
°rz(b,z) 
-^ = Gj,(z)  ;    |z <c 
M     S. 2k-l 
G2(z) =    z 
k=l    Jc^z1 
(116) 
Then eqn.  (115) becomes: 
0
      
Po        k=l    Jtt? 
)]^IFY7 
z=c 
(117) 
Simplifying yields: 
kT   M  S.c^ 
k = p1 = i    (-S  
0
  
Po  k=l    /c" 
) (118) 
The stress intensity factor as a dimensionless quantity then can 
be written as follows: 
*  
ko   kI   M k = -°-= —l— = ■ E S.c 
/c"  P ^c  k=l K 
(2k-l) (119) 
Before numerical results can be discussed, certain general comments 
on the nature of this case can be made. 
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The formulation of the perfectly bonded membrane introduces 
the contact shear stress component and the axial displacement con- 
tinuity condition imposes a rather strict limitation on the defor- 
mations at the contact surface. Together, these conditions have 
the effect of increasing rigidity of the sleeve. The axial expan- 
i 
sion of the cylinder as it is being pressurized is severely 
restrained. Therefore, lower stiffness ratios could be practical 
for a given cylinder thickness. Also, it is important to note 
that since the membrane is bonded to the cylinder loss of contact 
is no longer admissable. However, the membrane can carry tensile 
loads if localized of bending of the cylinder occurs for certain 
combinations of HR and SR. 
Finally, the consideration of sleeve as a fully bonded mem- 
brane raises the possibility of axial deformation on both the 
sleeve and cylinder, as the cylinder is expanding under the influ- 
ence of internal pressure. The existence of the shear stress and 
axial displacement condition are sufficient to describe this 
behavior. 
Given these considerations, the selection of the proper 
stiffness ratios would have to satisfy the membrane theory assump- 
tions. An admissible range for the stiffness ratio, SR, can be 
determined by examining the definition of SR which is repeated 
below: 
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E?h2 SR = J^t <12°) 
Assuming a Poisson ratio v, =0.3 and using the identity 
yl = 2TT+—T ' t'ie stiffness ratio can be expressed as follows: 
2-6 £9   h9 
"V 
To satisfy the assumptions of membrane theory the ratio h^/a 
must be small. Considering h2/a _< 0.1 for the purpose of this 
analysis an acceptable upper bound on the stiffness ratio for 
any two materials can be found. 
SR < 0.26 E2/E1 (122) 
Hence, eqn. (122) represents a general rule to select a stiffness 
ratio based on the elasticity modulus of two materials. 
In the previous two cases the interest was in investigating 
the frictionless rigid and frictionless flexible sleeves as 
limiting cases with stiffness ratio having an upper bound of 
infinity. The assumption of a frictionless contact surface 
enabled the selection of a wide range of stiffness ratios. 
However, in the perfectly bonded sleeve problem the shear 
and radial stress along the contact surface act as body forces 
and the sleeve must satisfy the assumptions of the membrane 
theory strictly. 
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As noted previously, the contact pressure is a bounded func- 
tion with unbounded derivatives and the contact shear stress is 
unbounded at the sleeve ends. Alsoras in the earlier cases, 
plain strain solutions of pressurized single and composite cylin- 
ders establish the upper and lower bounds for the hoop stress. 
The results for the perfectly bonded membrane problem have 
been obtained for two different thickness to radius ratios (HR) 
and for each HR two stiffness ratios have been used. Also, the 
stress intensity factors are given for each cylinder as a func- 
tion of sleeve length to radius ratio (CR). 
The stress intensity factor for a given CR and HR increase 
with increasing stiffness as might be expected (Figs. 41, 48). 
It is also important to note that the stress intensity factor 
goes to infinity as the sleeve length decreases for a given cylin- 
der and sleeve stiffness. The behavior of the contact pressure 
is very sensitive to the sleeve length and the stiffness ratio 
(Figs. 42, 45, 49, 52). 
The osci1 lotions in contact pressure at the mid-section of 
' 5" 
j 
the contact arda are unusual and are probably due to the "wrink- 
ling" of the sleeve under the influence of contact shear stress. 
The changes from compressive to tensile stresses take place at 
the mid-section of the contact surface and are "smoothed out" 
either by increasing the sleeve length or the stiffness of the 
sleeve. 
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This phenomenon can be observed when the contact shear stress 
behavior is examined as well (Figs. 43, 46, 50, 53). The changes 
in the sign of the contact shear stress in the neighborhood of 
the mid-section of the contact surface indicate deformations of 
the contact surface along its length. Also, increasing sleeve 
length and/or stiffness ratio eliminate these reversals in shear 
stress as well. One possible explanation lies in the local 
bending of the cylinder in the vicinity of the sleeve ends. Since 
sleeve acting on a membrane has no bending stiffness when local 
bending of the cylinders, the sleeve will also experience defor- 
mation along its length. Since no loss of contact occurs and the 
sleeve and cylinder remain fully bonded, deflections of the con- 
tact surface take place. 
i 
It is interesting to note that such behavior at the central 
segment of the contact surface have no effect on the contact 
stress behavior as z.-*-( cj. That is, the behavior of both contact 
stresses at the sleeve ends are similar to the frictionless mem- 
brane case. 
In light of these observations, it is reasonable to expect 
the compressive hoop stress due to the presence of the sleeve 
be the dominant stress along the contact surface. Indeed, the 
resultant hoop stress in the domain 0<z<~ behaves in a manner 
that is similar to the two previous cases (Figs. 44, 47, 51, 54). 
In all cases, reduction in the hoop stress at z=0 with respect 
to the single cylinder solution are significant and in the same 
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order achieved in the frictionless membrane case.    However, in 
this case the sleeve stiffness was allowed to be much lower. 
For an analysis that covers a wider range of thickness to 
radius and stiffness ratios, a formulation that can account for 
the bending of the cylinder and the membrane must be chosen. 
Considering the sleeve as a cylindrical shell would allow the 
analysis of bending effects and sleeve deformations along the 
contact surface.    The cylinder itself can also be considered as 
a shell  albeit with some limitations on the choice of its 
thickness. 
4.)    Conclusions 
The results presented here can be used t6" determine the 
length of the region in front of a reinforcing sleeve where a 
significant reduction in hoop stress is achieved by the compressive 
pressure created at the contact surface.    It is shown that by the 
application of such compressive stresses and the appropriate 
choice of sleeve length and stiffness it is possible to reduce 
the stress intensity factors at the sleeve ends. 
However, care must be exercised in choosing parameters 
(i.e.  HR, CR, SR) that do not yield local  bending of the cylinder 
or "wrinkling" of the reinforcing sleeve.    In fact the configur- 
ations that result in these phenomena are the cases where the 
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present formulation is not valid. Under these circumstances the 
results of this analysis should be used as limiting cases for 
subsequent formulations that can take advantage of shell theory 
and of finite element methods for more rigorous analysis. 
Indeed, an extensive analysis of complex piping systems 
(such as those used in the nuclear industry) require the use of 
finite element techniques. These systems employ components of 
varying geometry and materials and several types of loading 
would have to be taken into consideration. However, in all of 
these, cases the formulation could be reduced to the special 
*■■*.» 
cases considered herein and be tested against the results pre- 
sented thus far. 
Finally, the behavior of the hoop stress and the shear 
stress at the sleeve ends confirm the feasibility of circumfer- 
ential reinforcement as a means of arresting the propagation 
of both axial and circumferential cracks. 
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Fig. 1 Geometry of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
cylindrical membrane. 
57 
h-2c-H 
Fig. 2 Superposition of the pressurized single 
cylinder and the circumferential 
reinforcement problems. 
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K 2c -H 
h—2d—H 
Pig. 3 Geometry of loss of contact when a 
thick-walled cylinder is reinforced 
circumferentially by a rigid sleeve 
of sufficient length 
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Pig.4 Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless rigid sleeve. 
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Pig.5   Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially by a .frictionless. 
rigid sleeve. 
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Fig.6 Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless rigid sleeve. 
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Fig.7 Distribution of hoop stress at the inner ""^ 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially by a .frictionless, 
rigid sleeve. 
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Pig.8 Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless rigid sleeve. 
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Fig.9 Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially by a frictionless. 
rigid sleeve. 
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Fig.10 Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless rigid sleeve. 
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?ig.ll    Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially by a .frictionless, 
rigid sleeve. 
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Fig.12      The stiffener length    C      at which loss of 
contact occurs at the  interface   (z=0,   r=b). 
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Fig.13    Distribution of contact pressure at sthe 
outer wall of a  thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a      \ 
frictionless membrane. " 
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Fig.14 Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially "by a frictionless 
membrane. 
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Fig.15    Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless membrane. 
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Fig.16   Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
clrcumferentially by a frictionless 
membrane. 
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Pig.17    Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless membrane. 
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Pig.18 Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially by a frictionless 
membrane * 
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frictionless membrane. 
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Fig.22 Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially "by a frictionless 
membrane. 
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Fig.   23   Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless membrane. 
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Fig.24 Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially by a frictionless 
membrane. 
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Fig.25   Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a  thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless membrane. 
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Fig.26  Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
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membrane. 
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Pig.31   Distribution of contact pressure at the 
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reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless membrane. 
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reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless membrane. 
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Fig.57 Distribution of contact pressure at the 
outer wall of a thick-walled cylinder 
reinforced circumferentially by a 
frictionless membrane. 
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Fig.38  Distribution of hoop stress at the inner 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
circumferentially by a frictionless 
membrane. 
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Fig.45 Distribution of contact pressure at the outer 
wall of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced 
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membrane. 
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APPENDIX A 
Ii(or) 
H^o.r) = a^CSK-oyar) + -L—] 
H2(a,r) = a3f2(a)[(2vrl)Io(ar)-cxr I^ar)] 
Mar) 
H3(a,r)   =  -a2f3(a)[a  K^ar")   + -^ ] 
H4(a,r)   =  a3f4(a)[(l-2v1)K0(ar)   -  arK^ar)] 
KRR(a;r) = H^a.r) + H2(a,r) + H3(a,r) + H4(a,r) 
L^a.r) =  f^aJEl^ar)] 
L2(a,r) = f2(a)[ar I0(ar)  + 2(l-v])l}(or)] 
L3(a,r) = -f3(o)[K,((xr)] 
L4(a,r) =  f4(a)[-ar KQ(ar)  + 2(1^ )^ (ar)] 
KRZ(a,r) = a^L^or) + L2(ar) + L3(ar) + L4(or)] 
Mar) 
M^a.r)   =  f^cOE-a-Lp ] 
M^a.r) = f2(a)[V(2vrl)I0(ar)] 
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Mar) 
M3(a,r)  = f3(a)[a-!T—] 
M4(ot,r) = f4(a)[-a2(2vrl)K0(ar)] 
Kee(a,r) = ctEM^cx.r) + M^a.r) + M3(a,r) + M4(a,r)] 
S^a.r)   =  f^aJEl^oer)] 
S2(a,r) = f2(o)[ar IQ(ar)] 
S3(a,r)  = fgfcOC-K^ar)] 
S4(a,r) = f4(a)[ar KQ(cxr)] 
KR(a,r) = a2[S-,(a,r) + S2(a,r) + S3(a,r) + S4(a,r)] 
P^a.r)  = f^aJC^tar)] 
P2(a,r)  =  ^(aj^d-v^l^ar)  +  (arjl^ar)] 
P3(a,r)   =  f3(a)[K0(ar)] 
P4(a,r)   = f4(a)[ar K,(ar)   - 4(1^)KQ(ar)] 
Kz(o,r) = c^EP^a.r) + P2(a,r). + P3(a,r) + P4(a,r)] 
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The unknown functions f. (a) (j=l,2,3,4) can be defined 
by using the following short hand notation for the Bessel 
functions of the second kind: 
x1 = IQ(aa) P] = KQ(aa) 
x2 = *o^ab^ y2 = Ko^ab^ 
x3 = I-j(aa) y3 = K-|(aa) 
X4 = I-j(ab) y4 = ^(ab) 
Using this notation, the explicit expressions forf.(a) 
(j=l,2,3,4) are developed as follows: 
M(a) = X3v4 - X^y3 
Ai A A Ao A n 
A^fc)   =   {a3aX2A3-a3bX1X4+a(2v1-l)(-^- -±f) 
a2A3X4(F' i")Hx4y3~X3y4} 
A  t  \ - i 3,^      h,  \      V3"x3y4 ,,:    ,X1X4      X2U3 A2(a)   =   {aaX4X-|-abX2X3}{ gg  + ,a(—£ — 
x4yl      X3y2 +
 ~b g-)-"2(vrxiy2)} 
A(a)   =  A^a)   -  A2(a) 
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B^a)  =  {a3(aX2y3-bX1v4)-a2(l-2v)(A2y1-A1y2) 
+ a(l-2v1)(-B —)  - a2(—5— 
i-x3v4)HV3'X3y4} 
B2(a)  =   { 
(X4p3-X3y4) X4^       X3y2 
ab + a(- -)  ~  a( 
X2y3       X^ 
a2(X2yi-Xiy2)}{2(l-v-j)(X4y3-X3y4)  + abX^-aaX^-j} 
B(a)  = B^a)  - B2(a) 
C^a)  =   {(a(2v1-l)X1   -  a2aX3)(ay2 + -^-) 
-   (a(2vrl)X2  -   a2bX4)(ayi   +-^-)}{M(a)} 
C2(a)  = aaX-jy4 + 2(l-v-|)x3y4 - abX2y3 - 2(l-v-j)x4y3 
X4y3 
G3(a)  =   {a2X2y1   + f X^  - § X^   - -^- - a2\^2 
a
   i 4.   a   y 4.      3   4-, 
- b V4 + F X3y2 + 1fb-} 
C(oc)   =  C^ct)   -  C2(a)C3(a) 
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D^a)   =  {(a(l-2v1)yT  -  a2ay3)(ay2 + -£) 
-   (a(l-2v1)y2  -  a2by4)(ay1  + -^)}{M(ct)} 
D2(a) ..-   (aby2y3  -  aay^Hc^XgVj   + j X^ + 
+
 rx,y 
ab 
X4V3, 3y2 " b xlH " a V2 ' b Vl  " -Eb~) 
N^a)   = aaX^  - abX2y3 + 2(l-v1)M(a) 
N2(a)   = aby2y3  - ctay^ 
N3(a)   = aaA-|X4  - ctbX2X3 
N4(a)   = abX3y2  - aaX4y2 +  2(l-v.,)M(a) 
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Z^a) 
N1(a)[E1(a)D(a)-E2(a)B(a)] + N2(a)[A(a)E2(a)-Cfa)E1(a)] 
= M(a)IA(p)D(a)   - B(a)C(o)] 
N3(a)[E1(a)D(a)-E2(a)B(o)] + N4(a)[A(a)E2(tf)-C(o)E1(a)] 
Z3(a)  = ~ M(a)LA(a)D(a)  - B(a)C(a)] ~  
_ E^aMa)   - E2(a)B(ct) 
Z2(a)  = A(a)D(a)   - B(a)C(a) 
_ A(a)E2(a)   -  CtajE^a) 
Z4(a)  = A(a)D(a)   - B(a)C(a) 
^(a) 
f2(a) 
f3(a) 
ty«) 
Z-,(a) 
=  Z9(a) 
Z3(a) 
Z4(a) 
G,(t)cosat dt 
0 
rc 
( 
0 
c 
G,(t)cosat dt 
G,(t)cosat dt 
0 
c 
G,(t)cosat dt 
FR(a,r)  = a^Z^cOl^ar)  +  (ar)Z2(a)IQ(ar)   -  ZgCajK^ar) 
+ (ar)Z4(a)KQ(ar)] 
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APPENDIX B 
Using the same short hand notation as in Appendix 1, the 
kernels of the perfectly bonded membrane problem are derived 
explicitly as follows: 
X-, = IQ(aa)       y-| = KQ(aa) 
A2 = ^o^a^ y2 = K0^ab^ 
Xg = I-i(aa)       Po = K,(aa) 
X^ = I^(ab)       y^ = ^(ab) 
A,,(a) = -aX, + X3/a 
A,2(a) = a(2v,-l)X,-a2aX3 
A-|3(a) = ~aVi - ^/a 
A-j4(cx) = a(l-2v^)y^ - a2ay3 
A2-|(a) = X3 
A22(a) = aaX1 + 2(l-v1)X3 
A23(a) = -M3 
A24(a) = -aay-j + 2(l-v-j)y3 
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A31(Q)   =  -a3X2 + a2X4/b 
A32(a)   =  a3(2v1-l)X2 -  al|bA4 
/ 
A34(a)   = a3(l-2v-j)y2 -  a'+bp^ 
A41(a)   ='a3A4 
A42(a)= a%\2 + 2a3(l-v1)A4 
A43(a)   =  -a3y4 
A44(a)   =  -a^by2  + 2a3(l-v1)y4 
Bl(a)   =A22(a)   "  A12(a)A21(a)/An(a^ 
B2(a)   =  A23(a)   -  A13(a)A21(a)/A11(a) 
B3(a) = A24(a)   - A21(a)A14(a)/A11(a) 
^(a) 
C2(a) 
A33(a) 
A34(a) 
A31(a)A13(a) 
An(a) 
A31(a)A14(a) 
A^D 
B2(a) A31(a)A     (a) 
B^T<A32(a) Al1(af)        } 
'11' 
B3(a) A31(a)A12(a) 
B^PA32<a* A^^D > 
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c3(«) = A43(a) 
A41(a)A13(a) 
B^A42(a) - -TrfV } 
C4(«) =  A44(a) 
AyT(a)A14(a) 
A^jT^ 
B3(a) A41(a)A?2(a) 
D(a)   =   (^(cOC^a)   -  C2(a)C3(a) 
B3(a)C3(a)  -  B2(a)C4(a) 
U21(a)  = B1(a)D(a) 
B2(a)C2(a)  -  B3(ct)C1(a) 
'
U22(a)  = B1(a)D(a)    
1
           _       A12(a)u21(a)       A13(o)C4(o)   -  A14(a)C3(a) 
Ull(a)  = _C A11(a)       + D(a)  An(a) ] 
A12(a)u22(a)       A13(a)C2(a)   + A^C^o) 
U12(a)   =  "C       An(a) D(a)  An(a) ] 
C4(«) 
U31(a) = DRT 
U32(a)  = 
C2(a) 
"4l(") 
C3(a); 
DCT" 
U42(a) = wr 
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fl(a) 
f2(a) 
f3(a) 
f4(«) 
ul|.(a) 
c c 
G, (t)cosatdt + u,p(cx) GpCtJsinatdt. 
o o 
= u2-](a) G^CtJcosatdt + u22(a) G2(t)sinatdt 
U31(a) 
u41(«) 
0 0 
c c 
G,(t)cosatdt + u32(a)    G2(t)sinatdt 
o 0 
c c 
G-,(t)cosatdt + u42(a)    G2(t)sinatdt 
o o 
FR1(a,r)  = a2[u11(a)I-,(ar)   +  (ar)u21(a)l0(ar)   -   Ug^ajK^ar) 
(or)u41(a)K0(ar)] 
FR2(a,r)  = a2[u12(a)I1(ar)  +  (ar)u22(a)I0(ctr)   -   U^Ccx)^ (ar) 
-   (ar)u42(a)K0(ar)] 
■Fzl(a,r)  =  a2tu11(a)I0(ar)'!+  U£1 (a)(4(l-v1 )IQ(ar) 
+  (arjl^ar))  + U31(a)Ko(ar) 
+ U^CcxJCCarjK^al)   - 4J1-V-, )KQ(ar))] 
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Fz2(ct,r)  = a2[ll12(a)l0(ar)  + U22(a)(4(l-v1)l0(ar) 
+  (arjl^ar)) + U32(a)K0(ar) 
+ u42(a)((ar)K1(ar) - 4(1^)^(^)1 
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APPENDIX C 
Determination of the stress field in a, "long" 
thick-walled cylinder reinforced by a fric- 
tionless cylindrical membrane of equal length. 
The stress field of a thick-walled cylinder is given by: 
(C.l) 
a„(r) = K, +    2 vl   '  r5 
ae(r) = K,  - ^ 
where K,, K~ are unknowns determined by the boundary conditions. 
For a pressurized cylinder reinforced by a membrane the 
following boundary conditions apply: 
aR(b) = -q j 
aR(a) = -p0 > (C.2) 
u^b) = u2(b) 
where:   i) a,b are the inner and outer radii of the cylinder 
respectively 
ii) u,, Up are the radial displacements of the cylinder 
and the membrane, respectively 
iii) p is the constant internal pressure, q is the 
unknown contact pressure. 
Since the stress state 1n the cylinder is independent of z and 
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plane sections perpendicular to the axis remain plane after 
deformation e is constant. Therefore from Hooke's Law: 
11 ■! 
e
z 
=
 E7[0z - vl(oe + °R)3 = e0 (C*3) 
where e is a constant. 
Substituting from eqn. C.l and solving for o , the axial 
stress component, it is seen that: 
o = E-JEQ + 2v-|K-] = K3 = constant (C.4) 
Furthermore, since the cylinder is not constrained axially, 
resultant force in z-direction is zero. Hence, from 
f azdA = u(b2-a2)K|3 = 0 (C.5) 
<"1  A 
it follows that 
o (r) = K = 0 (C.6) 
z      -3 
Consequently the displacement,in the radial direction is 
related to the stress-components by 
,  x      ul(f)       1 
ee(r>" —"lT(oe-VR> (C-7) 
Substituting from eqn. C.l yields 
(1+v 
f^-VKl "-BET 
(1+V 
Ul(r) « £ (l-v^ --W-K2 (C.8) 
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For the membrane, the displacement field was determined in 
section 2.2 of the text using the equilibrium equations of the 
theory of cylindrical membranes. Hence, from eqn. (66) in 
section 2.2 (where G-j(z) = q) 
M")"^ '    (C9) 
The unknown stress q is given in terms of the constants K-j, 
l<2 through the first expression in eqn. (C.l): 
-q = oR(b) = K-, +^1 (CIO) 
or 
K2 
q = -Ki - ■& (en) 
Substituting from eqn. (C.ll) into (C.9) yields: 
i "''     " 
b2K-,   K? 
u2(b> = " T$i -  W (CJ2) 
Using eqns. (C.8) and (C.12) the third boundary condition in 
eqns. (C.l) can be expressed as follows: 
^^I'^^-f^r-^"0        (CJ3) 
The displacement continuity condition can be further simplified 
by multiplying eqn. (C.13) by E-|/(l+v-|) 
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bO-v-j) b2E-| T Ei 
((1+Vl)    + Eghgd+v^^l  "  (b " EghgO+V!) K2 = °        <C-14> 
and substituting from 
El 2yl =TT+^T (C'15) 
eqn. (C.14) may be expressed as follows: 
b(l-v,)      2b2y, ,      2P1 
(n4+lSV  (F-#2"° (C16) 
In the analysis of the membrane formulation, the stiffness 
ratio was defined as: 
Eoho 
rearranging terms one obtains 
yl _ 1 
E2h2  aSR (C.18) 
((l^+at)Kl-(^a!r>K2=:0 <C'19> 
Substitution into eqn. (C.16) yields 
W-V.  2b* '  fl  _2 
>})        aSR;^  Vb  aSR 
Also,  from the secondary boundary condition in eqn.   (C.l) a 
second equation in terms of K-|, K2 is obtained: 
K2 
Kl  +i2 = ~P0 (C20) 
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Equations (C.19) and (C.20) when solved simultaneously for 
any combination of S^, P , a and b determine K-j and K2. The 
contact pressure can then be determined through eqn. (CIO). 
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APPENDIX D 
Stress distribution in a "long" thick-walled 
cylinder reinforced by a perfectly bonded 
membrane of equal length. 
In the analysis of a thick-walled cylinder reinforced by a 
perfectly bonded membrane of equal  length there are two displace- 
ment continuity conditions that need be satisfied: 
(D.l) U]
(b) = u2(b)    ] 
wT(b) = w2(b)    J 
Alternatively, eqn.  (D.l) can be expressed in terms of strains 
be*(b) = be*(b) ] 
ej(b)  =  e*(b)     J 
(D.2) 
where superscript (or subscript) 1 pertains to the thick-walled 
cylinder and 2 pertains to the membrane, b is the outer radius. 
In addition, the stress and strain fields in a thick-walled 
cylinder are given as: 
K2 
"F ' a^(r) = K, + 
Elez(r) = az ■ vl(aR + ae) • 
Elee(r) = ae " vl(aR+ V ' 
(D.3) 
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Since the stress state is independent of z and plane 
sections perpendicular to the axis remain plane after deforma- 
tion e    is constant. 
ElGz " °z " vl(oR + ae} " Eleo (D.4) 
where e    is an as yet undetermined constant.    It is easily seen 
that o    is also a constant. 
°Z = Eleo+ 2vlKl = K3 (D.5) 
where K3 is an unknown to be determined subject to the boundary 
conditions. 
If p is the internal pressure inside the cylinder and q 
the contact pressure at the interface (r=b) the boundary condi- 
tions on the thick-walled cylinder are given as follows: 
a^(a) = K1+^=-p0 
<>)- K1+B|--..q 
(D.6) 
Substituting from eqns.   (D.5) and (D.6), strain components 
at r=b may be expressed as: 
ElEe=Kl -V- VK1' + E^ + K3> 
Elez = K3 " 2vlKl 
(D.7) 
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The stress field of the membrane is determined by eqns. (57) 
of section 2.2. In this case, the following conditions apply: 
Pr = -q 
Pz = Pe = 0 
3( ) - 3( ) 
9Z    36 
(D.8) 
0 
Therefore, at r=b stresses are given as: 
a    = K. (= constant) 
2      bq 
ae - ht (D.9) 
aR=0 
where K. is also an unknown constant, 
would obtain: 
Using Hooke's law one 
E2ee = ae " v2az 
-22 2 
E2ez = az " v20e 
(D.10) 
L„ 
Substitution from eqn.  (D.9) yields: 
r    2 . bq v E2ee " hj ' V2K4 
(D.ll) 
E2E7 ~  ^"  "  v 4      2 h2 
From eqns.   (D.7) and (D.ll) the displacement continuity 
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conditions of eqn. (D.2) may be expressed as: i 
(D.12) 
Also, the composite cylinder constructed by the membrane 
and the thick-walled cylinder has no resultant axial force acting 
on it.    Therefore the axial equilibrium condition is given as: 
!« 2. 
°Z   1   +  °Z   2   = (D.13). 
where A, and A2 are the cross-sectional areas of the cylinder 
and the membrane and are expressed as follows: 
A1 = Tr(b2-a2) 
A2 = 2Trbh2 
1 
J 
(D.14) 
Substituting into eqn. (D.13) from eqns. (D.5), (D.9) and 
(D.14) equilibrium condition may be expressed as follows: 
(b2-a2)K3 + 2bh2K4 = ,0 (D.15) 
Thus, eqns.   (D.6),  (D.12) and (D.15) constitute a system of 
equations in the unknowns q,  K,, K2,  K3, K..    Rearranging terms 
and simplifying yields: 
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Kl+ &h = -pc 
Kl  + (b^)K2 = -q 
(b2-a2)K3 + (2bh2)K4 =0 
(1-v,) O+v,) v, v? . 
= 0 
(D.16) 
As in Appendix C a stiffness ratio can be defined and   incorporated 
into eqns.  (D.16). 
E2h2     2E2h2(l+v1) 
SR  v-,a Ela 
(D.17) 
To simplify eqns. (D.16) following substitutions can be made: 
K, = -p h 1   Ko  a2 
9    9 
q
 
=
 
po + T? ' W 
h = ~(?5h^"h 
,(o:T8) 
Substituting from eqns.   (D.18) i|yto the last two of 
eqns.   (D.16) yields: 
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-b2+a2     vT,b2-a2w   b   -,„      rv1 ,   v2 ,b2-a2 
-Fb^E7"E^a^b^) + E^JI<2-LE7+E2h2( 2b 
1-v 
2v,       bv« 
By multiplying eqns.  (D.19) by E,/2(l+v,)  and using the 
identity E,=2y,(l+v,), eqns.  (D.19) can be expressed using the 
stiffness ratio, SR. 
b2+a2 v.j(b2-a2).        b 
"Wb^l+v-,) " 2(l+v1)azbz + aS^K2 
v2   ,b2-a2, r      v1      .    v r nK 
^(l+v^ + aSR [ 2b    jJK3 
(1
"
vl}        b 
=
 
Po^2in+^T + aS^5 
r      v1    ., + fb2-a2wbv2nK    .   r      1        + (b2-a2)-,K L(l+vT)a^ + W-,(iS^)]K2 + [2(1+Vl) +    2abSR ]K3 
v-*        bv9 
- "
po[T^7 + B? • <D-20> 
Thus, eqns. (D.20) provide the solution for Ko, Ko for various 
combinations of SR, a, b, and p . The first three of eqns. (D.16) 
yield the remaining unknowns. 
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